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Contemporary society of China, through economy and social change for more 
than 20 years，appearing prominent interests pluralism and pattern of competition 
already；In face on such pattern ,the government must look care of all kinds of public 
interests neutrally relatively.The taxi control policy as a kind of public policy, it must 
be maked base on overwhelming majority of interests . But in fact it deviated from 
public goal and interests ,causes transaction cost too high , social total welfare drops , 
the right seeks and so on.This text divides five parts: 
Part one : Taxi industry government control evolution. It briefly introduces the 
government control and historical development course of taxi industry government 
control in our country. 
Part two : Government control way of taxi industry. It Explains our government 
implements style limiting ,overall control ,the rent rate  controlled ,the strange land 
control and so on. 
Part three : Taxi industry government control results .Expounds all kind of 
drawbacks that the taxi control policy brings . 
Part four : The reasons for the failure of taxi industry control. Expounds the fact 
taxi government control unreasonable from theory and actual life, pointing out the 
reasons for failure. 
Part five : The government control of taxi trade reforms the route . From system 
economics, control economics points out relaxing control , carrying out system 
innovation is a comparatively ideal policy choice. 
The conclusion is, system changes is basic route to solve the problem that exists 
on taxi industry fundamentally. That is say uses a lower cost and more efficiency 
system replaces current system. 
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表一：1986—1995 年部分城市出租车拥有量  单位：辆 
年份 福州 南昌 郑州 武汉 广州 南京 
1986 512 54 73 188 6299 867 
1987 504 40 756 950 7420 1189 
1988 589 42 818 3212 7607 1420 
1989 732 51 825 1653 7394 1810 
1990 1472 49 830 1989 10006 1864 
1991 2262 40 1245 2504 10862 1881 
1995 3218 406 7908 10512 13246 5459 
资料来源：《中国统计年鉴》，中国统计年鉴编辑部，1986～1995。 
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